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Peter, 42
Entrepreneur, Vienna « There is a moment in life when you get 

to the point where you no longer want to 
make compromises, neither when it comes 
to design, nor when it comes to function. 
Definitely not in your own home. That’s why 
I’d been looking for a floor that meets my 
aesthetic criteria, and which will serve me for 
years without expecting anything from me. 
And now I’ve found it. »

Welcome to my world!
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Since its establishment in 1961 in Tirol, 
Austria, everything at EGGER is about 
wood. This living material is unequalled 
in maintaining a healthy ambient air, 
creating a pleasant atmosphere and 
providing quality. This is what we 
believe in, and you can be sure that 
with every EGGER flooring you bring a 
little piece of nature into your home. 

But there are other reasons why millions 
of people across the world share their 
homes with EGGER. The diversity of 
decors allows you to give free reign 
to your personal style. And for good 
reason: Due to the extremely robust 
properties, our products will be with you 
for many years to come. 

We see ourselves as part of your life. 
This is what we work for. And this is why 
here at EGGER, we keep developing our 
flooring even further.

EGGER.
More from wood.
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Nothing has a greater impact on 
the atmosphere of your home than 
the flooring. When selecting a floor 
previously the consumer was forced 
to make compromises, your preferred 
decor couldn’t be used in the bathroom 
because it wasn’t suitable for wet areas 
for example. This is now all in the past! 
With the new EGGER Collection, you can 
now enjoy one decor throughout your 
home. The floor characteristics can be 
adapted to the requirements of each 
room. A cosy atmosphere in the living 
room. Robust properties in the entrance 
way. Quiet for the children’s rooms, 
even with the wildest games. And the 
bathroom has no fear of water!

How does this work? One decor, 
three different EGGER floor types with 
individual advantages:

Your specialised retailer 
is happy to advise you.
All EGGER floors can be combined 
together using coordinated connection 
profiles. Allow your specialised retailer 
to advise you on the right floor for each 
room!

One home.
Three different flooring types.  
One surface design.

Overall 
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For life’s relaxed moments:

A floor designed for comfortable living:
EGGER PRO Comfort Flooring.

For commercial and wet areas:

The best of wood and design:
EGGER PRO Design Flooring.

For the living rooms:

The perfection of a classic:
EGGER PRO Laminate Flooring.

EPL122

EPC001

EPD027
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Thanks to their high quality, EGGER 
floors stay with you for a large part of 
your life. Professional installation not 
only grants a claim to our generous 
warranties. It also lets you enjoy your 
new floor even more. Thanks to know-

how and experience, your specialist 
has a solution for particularly difficult 
places such as pipe cuttings around 
radiators, uneven floors, or transition 
areas towards tiles and carpeting.

Don’t settle
for compromises.

EPD003
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« I think I would be able to install the floor 
myself. But I know that I would have to cheat 
a little at one or another corner inside my 
home. I’m a perfectionist, and those will be 
precisely the spots that will always catch my 
eye. Better do it properly from the start. And 
that’s why we have experts. »
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Entirely according to 
your taste: Choose 
from 32 decors, the 
one floor that is a 
perfect match for your 
design style.

Made for life.

EGGER Design flooring.

EPD013
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Relax.

Protecting your new floor? Don’t 
worry, we’ve already thought about it. 
EGGER Design flooring is exceptionally 
robust. The microscratch resistant and 
SelfRepair surface makes sure that you 
enjoy the beauty of the floor for a long 
time to come. Bleaching due to strong 
sunlight exposure?  
No worries: EGGER flooring is resistant 
to UV light and therefore maintains 
colour. 

One home – one look: 
Even in the bathroom, 

because the waterproof 
DualSeal protects 

against moisture on 
both sides.

A naturalness you 
can feel: The wood 
structure of EGGER 

Design flooring 
provides each 

room with a special 
atmosphere.
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Certainly a good feeling.

The surface texture gives EGGER Design 
flooring more than just a strikingly 
authentic character. It also ensures the 
highest level of walking safety through 
anti slip properties - even if your 
children love to slide. 

Comfortable living
in a new dimension.
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The family playground: No softeners, no PVC, no toxic dyes. EGGER Design flooring is 70 % PEFC-certified 
wood.

Tranquil zone: The right underlay 
insulates your floor from moisture 
and cold. And crucially, efficiently 
absorbs sound! And you can achieve 
the perfect result with full-surface 
gluing.

EPD022
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A system
for well-being.
Everything from a single source: From 
the profile skirting to the floor cleaning 
product – the EGGER accessories range 
is perfectly coordinated and guarantees 
extra-long service life. 

EPD023
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Definitely not afraid of 
water.

Wood in the bathroom? A definite no-
go until now. EGGER Design flooring 
brings the two together. Thanks to the 
waterproof DualSeal on both sides of 
the boards, you can also use wood 
reproductions for a bespoke bathroom 
design. And your feet will love it too: 
they stand on a warm floor.

Harmonious presentation: Skirting boards in decor colour, complete the general 
appearance.

EPD027
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Enjoy the freedom to live out your style. 
An EGGER Design floor that looks like 
wood in the bathroom? Stone effects 
that feel warm? Talk to the specialist 
consultant in your flooring studio. You 
will be surprised by all the possibilities!

There is no limit to your creativity.

Wood reproductions

The classic for a warm, cosy 
atmosphere. Unsurpassed in the 
selection of decors and the range of 
colour tones and types.

Stone effects

The surprise when walking barefoot – 
looks cool, but feels warm. From elegant 
marble to strong slates, these decors 
are particularly popular for kitchen, 
hallways and bathroom.

EPD017EPD002
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Create an atmosphere!

The colour tone can significantly 
enhance the atmosphere of a room. 
Cosy? Lively? Or a little bit of both? The 
colour of the floor is your starting point.

« A uniform floor design 
throughout the residence creates 
a sense of harmony. And the 
interior design has a far greater 
impact. »

Lighter tones can create a friendly and lively effect. 

Prefer both? The medium-light decors provide a compromise to capture the best 
of both worlds. 

Dark colours make a home feel cosier, and smaller rooms look larger. 

EPD022

EPD026

EPD015
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The right

flooring format.

Produces the effect of generous space 
and works particularly well for country 
house decors.Large: 1 295 × 243 mm

EPD009
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A little boring? Colour play, 
cracks and natural knots 
in every single board have 
a lively effect on the room 
atmosphere.

EPD005

EPD016

Atmosphere part 2:

Breathe life into your home!

Allow the decor to control the 
impression made by your home. 
Harmonious tones contribute to a 
calming atmosphere. A little boring? 

Introduce your customer to decors with 
a more lively vibe. For example colour 
play or natural features such as cracks 
and knots. 

Homogeneous sorting 
soothes the general 
appearance.
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Unreal and 

authentic.
Striking surface textures give character 
to your floor, and are still easy to clean. 
A nice side effect: the slipping risk
is minimised thanks to our special 
surfaces fitted with R10.

Omnipore – Elegantly natural wood pore

Deepskin – Striking texture with depth Mineral – Irregular, rough character
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« In this case, we installed the boards 
transversally, to prevent the hallway from 
looking like a hosepipe. This makes the room 
look larger than it actually is. »

EPD010
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Design preference shows off your 
own style, but also the values and 
tendencies of our times. EGGER works 

closely with internationally known trend 
researchers to find the right floor for the 
right times.

Pure Nature
Warm and elegant, rustic and timeless: 
the embodiment of pure naturalness.

Trends in interior design.

EPD008
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Used Novelty
This is how creative, lively and playful 
interior design can be. Used Look 
meets patterns, pale tones meet bright 
colours.

EPD004
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Modern Classics
Classics are reinterpreted and combined 
with new colour concepts.

EPD007
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Light Living
This trend looks bright and friendly, and is based on loft 
architecture and Scandinavian design. The design is reserved 
and gives you the spotlight.

EPD015
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The structure of EGGER 
Design flooring.

1   Ultra robust and water-resistant 
TPU surface (thermoplastic 
polyurethane) with a SelfRepair 
effect. Integrated decor layer for a 
highly authentic appearance.

2   High-density and double-sealed UWF 
coreboard (Ultra Wood Fibre Board) 
made of natural wood fibres.

3   Water-resistant high-end balancer.

EGGER’s innovation drive hasn’t missed 
one detail of the structure or everyday 
existence of Design floors in the past 
60 years. Click systems that provide 
additional stability? Surfaces that are so 
difficult to damage? Moisture-resistant 
solutions? Technical redevelopments 
with one objective: Your joy and 
satisfaction when you come home.

Perfection
down to the details.

1

2

3

EPD011
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Tough

Tested by walk-in customers: EGGER Design 
flooring is used in many shops and restaurants 
thanks to its robust nature and microscratch 
resistance.

Natural

Made mainly of wood and free of PVC, you will feel 
the difference compared to other design flooring! 
The Blauer Engel label confirms it.

Natural look, but as easy to care for as ceramics. 
Hygienic and healthy home. The closed surface 
means life is a lot easier for people with allergies.

Modern

Freedom fighter: EGGER Design flooring opens up 
entirely new possibilities for the design of your 
home.

Floor heating? No problem, EGGER Design flooring 
can be glued full surface for optimal heat transfer.
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The best tip for the long service life 
of your EGGER Design floor? Use the 
coordinated EGGER system products. 
From the correct underlay to the skirting 

in the decor of the floor, through to the 
special cleaning product – a perfect 
finish is as certain as the generous 
warranty.

Long lifespan.

Skirting boards and floor profiles

6 or 8 cm height? White or decor design? Our selection gives 
you complete freedom. 
Movement profiles guarantee the stability of the floor, also 
in large rooms. EGGER offers various materials, colours, 
thicknesses and lengths.

Underlays

Adapted for the sub-floor and your requirements: Vapour 
barrier? Noise reduction or additional heat insulation? It’s 
your choice.
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« Exceptional result. The real highlight is the 
bathroom when I come in barefoot in the 
morning and my feet are not cold!

»

Care and installation tools

System-related care products complete the range. Their 
regular use ensures the lasting beauty of the floors. We offer 
the right solution for special installation projects and small 
repairs.

Full-surface gluing

Safe and permanent especially for commercial use.
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All EGGER flooring provides the following advantages:
 → Long product life and colour fast, even in the case of intensive sun exposure. 
 → Additional stability through patented installation systems.
 → Certified anti-slip resistance.
 → Tested quality: EGGER flooring exceeds legal standards. Every board is checked prior to 
delivery.

 → Excellent noise insulation through underlays adapted to the type of flooring.
 → Generous guarantee due to high product quality.
 → Very sustainable as 100 % recyclable.
 → Naturally wood-based and 100  % PVC-free.

EGGER covers the entire range of wooden flooring in the laminate, comfort and design flooring segments. With our three flooring 
categories you have a solution for every situation.

One brand.

All options.

EGGER PRO 
Design Flooring.

 → The look & feel of wood – but as 
easy to care for as ceramics.

 → Seamless floor design in all rooms – 
even in the bathroom thanks to its 
moisture resistance.

 → Long-term look – due to the 
microscratch resistant and self-
healing surface.

 → Also suitable for commercial 
applications.

EGGER PRO 
Comfort Flooring.

 → Looks like a wooden floor board, but 
is made with cork.

 → So warm: barefoot in all seasons 
with the insulating cork layer.

 → Quiet steps: more comfort using a 
double impact sound insulation.

 → Healthy atmosphere: good for your 
health, environmentally-friendly and 
100 % PVC-free.

EGGER PRO  
Laminate Flooring.

 → Perfect look. Pleasant feel. Best 
price-performance ratio!

 → Resistant and strong.
 → With Aqua+ technology also suitable 
for wet areas.

 → Large choice of decors.

EPD015 EPL010EPC001
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How can you create accents with a 
flooring decor? Which decor works with 
your interior? EGGER is happy to assist 
you in finding your new favourite floor. 
We provide numerous services to this 
end.

The decision 
made easy.

The best interior design 
ideas from around the 
world.

Be inspired: Our designers collect the 
best living trends and ideas on our 
website www.egger.com/inspiration 
and on our Instagram account. You will 
soon overflow with new ideas 
for your home?

Virtual room 
visualisation. (VDS) 

What would the new decor look like in 
your home? The answer to this question 
is available on the EGGER website or 
with your retailer. With the help of the 
room visualisation software VDS, you 
can install the desired decor for viewing 
inside your home – virtually. This will 
give you an idea of how well the new 
floor will go with your interior.

Order your decor sample. 
 
 

Touch, set, try out: Nothing is better 
than seeing a real piece of your desired 
decor inside your home. We’d love to 
send you a decor sample. More details 
are available at www.egger.com/shop.
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8,000 employees

1  Chipboard plant 
in St. Johann in Tirol (AT)

1 m² 
laminate 

binds

22 
employees

1961 2017

17 plants

26 sales offices around the world

4.03 
 kg

CO₂

Source: current EPD available at www.egger.com

This corresponds to the 
emissions of approximately 
5,656 households annually.

EGGER flooring produced annually:

80 million m²

Numbers say more
than words.

3.6 million

Living rooms per year

rooms per day
9,860
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At home

in nature.
EGGER has taken the closed loop 
sustainability cycle in nature as a 
model in order to ensure production 

is as resource-friendly as possible. 
This begins with the PEFC-certified 
raw material. We use only wood from 
forests that have proven sustainable 
management. We invest in fully 
integrated locations in order to limit 
transport to a minimum. Sawmill, 
chipboard processing and laminate 
production are right next to each other. 
Our network of global locations saves 

on transport emissions, as does our 
decision to give priority to rail transport. 
Waste? EGGER doesn’t really have any. 
All by-products are reused in circuits 
that protect resources. Environmental 
certification and labels allocated to 
EGGER, such as the coveted Blaue Engel 
or the strict international US standard 
CARB 2, are sufficient motivation to 
continue on this path.
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Wismar (DE)

Gagarin (RU)

EGGER PRO Design Flooring

Large

Art.-No.: 309778 EPD021
Light Edington Oak

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 231772 EPD006
Cracked Oak sand beige

5 / 33 Large
Art.-No.: 232045 EPD013
Oak rustic white

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 232106 EPD015
Oak elegant sand beige

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 309747 EPD022
Natural Edington Oak

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 309600 EPD025
Natural Herriard Oak

5 / 33 Large
Art.-No.: 231710 EPD001
Oak rough nature

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 231802 EPD005
Cracked Oak nature

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 232434 EPD016
Concrete light grey

5 / 33 Large
Art.-No.: 232373 EPD018
Slate colourful

5 / 33 Large
Art.-No.: 231895 EPD010
Oak brushed

5 / 33 Large
Art.-No.: 232014 EPD014
Oak rustic grey

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 309662 EPD024
Grey Herriard Oak

5 / 33 Large
Art.-No.: 309570 EPD026
Dark Herriard Oak

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 231680 EPD003
Oak handscraped

5 / 33 Large
Art.-No.: 232076 EPD012
Walnut brown

5 / 33 Large
Art.-No.: 231987 EPD007
Cracked Oak smoke

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 231741 EPD002
Oak rough silver

5 / 33 Large
Art.-No.: 231864 EPD011
Oak brushed grey

5 / 33 Large
Art.-No.: 231833 EPD004
Oak old grey

5 / 33 Large
Art.-No.: 232168 EPD031
Oak sanded brown

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 232342 EPD019
Metal bronze

5 / 33 Large
Art.-No.: 232311 EPD020
Slate black

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 232250 EPD028
White Waltham Oak

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 232137 EPD032
Oak sanded natural

5 / 33 Large
Art.-No.: 231956 EPD008
Oak modern natural

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 309716 EPD023
Dark Edington Oak

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 231925 EPD009
Cracked Oak brown

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 232281 EPD027
Natural Waltham Oak

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 232229 EPD029
Grey Waltham Oak

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 232199 EPD030
Brown Waltham Oak

5 / 33 Large

Art.-No.: 232403 EPD017
Concrete dark grey

5 / 33 Large

Special 
edition!

Special 
edition!

Special 
edition!

Special 
edition!

Special 
edition!

Special 
edition!

Special 
edition!
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Service Center AT

T +43 800 888 111

sc.at@egger.com

Service Center DE

T +49 800 344 37 45

sc.de@egger.com

Service Center CH

T +41 41 349 50 05

sc.ch@egger.com

Service Center IT

T +39 800 78 25 54

sc.it@egger.com

Service Center FR

T 00 800 4000 88 00

doc@egger.com

Service Center ES

T 00 800 4000 88 00

doc@egger.com

Service Center PT

T 00 800 4000 88 00

doc@egger.com

Service Center UK

T +44 1434 6001 26

sc.flooring@egger.com

Service Center RO

T +40 800 500 111

hotline.ro@egger.com

www.egger.com

EGGER Holzwerkstoffe Wismar 

GmbH & Co. KG 

Am Haffeld 1 

23970 Wismar 

Germany

T +49 3841 301-0 

F +49 3841 301-20222

flooring@egger.com

Service Center




